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Topics for Discussion
• Perceptions that will drive antitrust
enforcement in the Biden administration
• Where is Biden antitrust headed?
–
–
–
–

Mergers
Monopolization/Dominant firm
Vertical Restraints
Horizontal Agreements/PriceFixing/Cartels

• Round Table
– Implications
– Coping with Biden Antitrust Enforcement
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Mergers
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Marc Schildkraut
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Perceptions of the U.S. Economy
Concentration and
Dynamism
•
•

Increasing concentration
Dynamism
–
–
–

•

Firms are less likely to
drop out of the top 4 (by
profits)
Number of start-ups
declining
Firms less than 5 years
old accounting for 10%
of the work force now as
opposed to 20% in 1980.

A steep increase in
acquisitions resulting in:
–
–

1997: 7500 publicly
traded companies
2016: 3600 publicly
traded companies

Financial Indicia
•

•
•

For 50 years after World
War II, corporate profits
amounted to 6-7% of GDP.
Increased to 10-11% over
the last 20 years.
From 1962-2001, firms reinvested back 20 percent
of each dollar of profits.
From 2002-2015, firms
have re-invested 10
percent.
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Perceptions of the U.S. Economy
Productivity
•

Productivity
–

–

1990s: more concentrated
industries were also
industries with large
productivity gains.
2000-2015: the more
concentrated the industry,
the lower the productivity
gains.

Inequality
•

Market returns have
increased, and these returns
are distributed disproportionately to the
wealthy.
–

This suggests to some that
the returns to market power
go mainly to the wealthy.
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The Antitrust Consensus
The Consensus
•

Despite the economic trends,
absent major legislation, we
do not believe that the Biden
antitrust enforces will depart
from the basic antitrust
paradigm adopted in the
1980s: the protection of
consumer welfare:
–
Providing society with
the maximum output
that can be achieved
with the resources
available.
–
A continued
commitment to
economic methodology
and evidence-based
policy.

Sticking with the Consensus
•

•

•

The views of the new
Brandeisians and the “hipster”
antitrusters: antitrust should
solve social problems ranging
from unemployment, income
inequality, employee wage
concerns, the concentration of
political power.
BUT court precedents constrain
the antitrust agencies. The Biden
administration can nibble at the
edges.
AND many of those advocating
more aggressive enforcement
remain committed to maximizing
consumer welfare using
standard economic
methodologies.
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“Chicago School” Assumptions
being Questioned
•
•
•
•
•
•

We don’t need much antitrust enforcement
because entry quickly erodes market power.
Markets self-correct because oligopolies
compete, and cartels are unstable.
Monopolies innovate more than other firms.
Monopolists cannot obtain more than a single
monopoly profit, so vertical arrangement are not
designed to maintain or enhance monopolies.
Vertical restraints are almost always efficient.
Business practices prevalent in competitive
markets won’t harm competition if practiced by
dominant firms.
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Horizontal Merger Enforcement
Track Record
•
•
•

The U.S. agencies gradually
reduced merger enforcement
after 1996.
In 2010, the Merger Guidelines
increased the concentration
thresholds.
There has been a shift in
enforcement from coordinated
interaction to unilateral effects.
–
–

•

The agencies used the
unilateral effects theory 16%
of the time in 1989-92.
76% of the time in a more
recent period.

In recent years, merger
enforcement in moderately
concentrated industries was
reduced to almost zero.

Credit: John Kwoka, Controlling Mergers and Market Power: A Program for
Reviving Antitrust in America (2020)
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Credit: John Kwoka, Controlling Mergers and Market Power: A Program for Reviving Antitrust in America (2020)
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A recent trend: what does this
mean for start-ups?

• Nascent Competition theory
• Does market share matter?
• DTC brands in the spotlight
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Studies Used to Support More
Aggressive Merger Enforcement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John Kwoka’s meta-analysis of 60 studies covering 3000
consummated mergers found an average price increase of 7.22
percent.
A study of mergers between rival manufacturing firms between 1998
and 2006 finds that those deals systematically increased profit
margins at acquired plants without reducing costs.
A study of 5 mergers that were not challenged found that 4 of them
resulted in increased prices.
A study involving horizontal mergers of plants producing concrete
found that higher prices were not offset by higher productivity at
acquired plants.
Studies found greater market concentration results in higher prices
in airlines, aluminum, auto rental.
Several studies show hospital consolidations result in higher prices.
Stable versus concentrating industries
– A study concluded that firms in stable industries show no
increase in profit margins, but
– Firms in concentrating industries experience rising profit
margins.
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Entry Barriers and Profits
•

One well known economist observed:
–
–

–

Many large U.S. corporations are earning
substantial incumbency rents and have been doing
so for at least 10 years.
Given the high levels of profits, it is natural to ask
whether the growing gap between leaders and
laggards also reflects less vigorous competition in
oligopolistic markets, as the more efficient firms
take their profits in the form of high price/cost
margins rather than cutting prices to gain share.
Thus, in markets where economies of scale are
significant, it may well make sense to allow smaller
firms to merge to achieve lower costs and thus take
on their larger rivals more effectively. But letting the
largest firms in such markets merge is more likely
to lessen competition.
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Likely Biden Horizontal Merger
Enforcement Policies
1.
2.

More enforcement in moderately concentrated
industries.
More enforcement under a coordinated effects
theory. While maintaining enforcement of unilateral
effects.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Harder to convince the agencies that entry will
protect markets.
More reliance on the prima facie case and less
homage paid to rebuttals to the prima facie case.
Continued aggressive merger enforcement
regarding acquisitions of nascent competitors by
large incumbents.
Greater scrutiny of mergers resulting in monopsony
power, particularly where it effects labor and
agricultural markets.
More second requests, more challenges, but a lower
percentage of challenges versus second requests.
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Less Likely Biden Horizontal
Merger Enforcement Policies
• Greater skepticism of efficiencies.
• Challenges to common ownership
of competing companies by
investment funds purchasing for
investment purposes only.
• More demanding consent orders.
– But potentially fewer matters where
the antitrust agencies deem a
consent order an appropriate
remedy.
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Vertical Merger Track Record
•
•

The last Supreme Court
vertical merger case,
Ford/Autolite was in 1972.
From 1994 to 2016, U.S.
agencies have “challenged”
fifty-two mergers that involved
vertical integration
–
–

•

A little more than two per
year.
In almost all the purely
vertical matters, the parties
were able to consummate
with a consent decree.

Until AT&T/Time Warner: in
2018, the courts had not
undertaken a substantive
analysis of a vertical merger
since the 1980s.
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Vertical Guidelines
•

New Vertical Guidelines issued June 30, 2020:
–

•

Main concern:
–

•

“While the agencies more often encounter
problematic horizontal mergers than problematic
vertical mergers, vertical mergers are not invariably
innocuous.”
An acquisition can enable the merged firm to refuse
to supply rivals with related products or outlets the
rivals need to compete effectively.

Unlike the Horizontal Merger Guidelines, the
Vertical Guidelines offer no arithmetic formulas.
–

There is no effort to generate a prima facie analysis
that would shift the burden to the defendants to
establish that the acquisition is not anticompetitive.
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Likely Biden Vertical Merger
Enforcement Policies
• More challenges to vertical deals
in highly concentrated markets.
• More demanding consent orders.
• More litigation of vertical mergers.
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Less Likely Biden Vertical
Merger Enforcement Policies
• More challenges to vertical
mergers in moderately
concentrated markets.
• Revised Vertical Merger
Guidelines.
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Vertical Restraints
Presented by:
Marc Schildkraut
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Perceptions of Vertical Restraints
• A recent study concluded that 25%
of cartels have used vertical
restraints to maintain the cartel.
• One study compared states where
resale price maintenance is banned
outright (per se illegal) and states
that follow the Supreme Court
decision requiring a rule of reason
treatment of resale price
maintenance.
– The study concluded that prices were
lower in states that banned resale price
maintenance outright.
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Likely Biden Vertical
Enforcement Policy
• Challenge more vertical restraints
including markets where the
restraint is pervasive even if no
single firm has market power.
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Possible Biden Vertical
Enforcement Policies
• Challenge more most favored nation
clauses.
• Challenge vertical no poach agreements
– A study of the role of no poach agreements
in franchise contracts, such as quick
service restaurants, auto maintenance and
tax preparation found that 60% of the
major franchises have such agreements.
– These agreements are said to be more
common in low-wage industries.

• Challenge resale price maintenance
agreements.
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Unilateral Conduct
Presented by:
Ann O’Brien
&
Marc Schildkraut
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Monopolization Track Record
• The Antitrust Division has brought few
Section 2 monopolization cases this
century
• But recently, FTC and DOJ Antitrust
Division brought major cases against
high-tech companies
– More in 2 months than in 2 decades
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The Government’s Big Tech
Lawsuits Against Google
•

October 20, 2020 – DOJ and
11 states sue Google “to stop
Google from unlawfully
maintaining monopolies
through anticompetitive and
exclusionary practices in the
search and search advertising
markets and to remedy the
competitive harms.”
–

–

The lawsuit accuses Google of
using money it makes from its
dominant position in search to pay
other companies to help maintain
its lead and block out competitors.
State AGs have also brought
cases against Google
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Likely Biden Monopolization Policy:
Aggressive and Not Waiting for Harm
• Litigate and possibly expand big tech cases
• Aggressively challenge monopolistic conduct
that may harm competition, even if that harm
has not yet taken place
– Movement from more-likely-than-not standard
toward a nascent competition analysis


FTC doing this already in the merger context

• Require defendants to show procompetitive
effects outweigh anticompetitive effects
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Possible Biden Monopolization
Policy at the FTC
•

The FTC has the authority to
condemn unfair methods of
competition under Section 5 of the
FTC Act.
–

Eliminate the safe harbor for above
cost pricing and for above-cost
margin squeezes.


–

–

The FTC recently alleged such a
squeeze in the Qualcomm case.

Structure monopolization cases to
include a prima facie presumption of
unlawful monopolization where the
exclusionary conduct lacks a
plausible justification
More aggressive enforcement
covering refusals to deal.
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Possible Biden Dominant Firm
Policy
• Only possible under Section 5
of the FTC Act:
– Apply the monopolization
standard to dominant firms
where the FTC can establish
that the conduct has an
anticompetitive effect.
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DOJ Cartel Enforcement
Presented by:
Jeffrey Martino
&
Ann O’Brien
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Cartel Topics to Watch
in the Biden Administration
•

Significant number of potential
trials against individuals

•

Use of DPAs – Lessons Learned

•

International Cooperation and
Extradition

•

More criminal labor market
cases?

•

Procurement Collusion Strike
Force enforcement actions

•

COVID-19 pandemic and Crisis
Cartels
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Antitrust Division Stats
• 22 individuals
and 6 companies
currently
awaiting trial
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Antitrust Division Stats
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Antitrust Division Stats
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The Pending Indictments
Broiler Chicken Matter
•

Jun. 30, 2020: Four executives were
charged in an investigation of a
conspiracy to fix prices and rig bids for
broiler chicken products between 2012
and 2017.
• Oct. 7, 2020: Six more individuals were
charged in the investigation for a total of
10 charged across several companies.
A.A.G. Makran Delrahim warned that,
“[t]he division will not tolerate collusion
that inflates prices American shoppers
and diners pay for food[.]”
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The Pending Indictments
Oncology Matter
• Apr. 30, 2020: Florida Cancer Specialists
pleaded guilty to conspiring to allocate
medical and radiation oncology
treatments for cancer patients in
Southwest Florida.
• Under a Deferred Prosecution
Agreement, FCS agreed to pay a
$100 million fine and agreed to
cooperate.
• Sept. 24, 2020: A federal Grand Jury
indicted the founder and former President
of FCS, Dr. William Harwin, for his role in
the conspiracy.
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The Pending Indictments
Generics Pharmaceuticals Matter
• August 25, 2020: Teva
Pharmaceuticals USA Inc.
becomes the seventh generic
drug manufacturer to be charged
in conspiracy for price-fixing, bid
rigging, and customer-allocations.
• Conspiracy includes Glenmark
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. USA,
Apotex Corp., Taro
Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc., and
Sandoz Inc. These companies
have entered into DPAs.
• Former Taro exec Ara
Aprahamian was indicted for his
involvement and is currently
awaiting trial.
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The Pending Indictments
U.S. v. Jindal
• December 9, 2020: Criminal
indictment of home healthcare
company owner over agreement with
competitors to fix wages for
employee-therapists; precursor to
DOJ’s first no-poach case
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The Pending Indictments
U.S. v. Surgical Care Affiliates
• January 7, 2021: grand jury
returns two-count indictment
against SCA where outpatientcare providers agreed not to
actively solicit competitors’ senior
level staff or hire without notifying
competitor
• First criminal no-poach case in
history
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Lessons Learned
Recent Deferred Prosecution Agreements
• January 2020: Berlitz Languages Inc. and Comprehensive Language Center Inc.
(foreign language training companies)
• January 2020: Argos USA (concrete cement producer and seller)
• March 2020: Sandoz Inc. (generic pharmaceuticals)
• April 2020: Florida Cancer Specialists & Research Institute LLC (cancer
treatment center)
• May 2020: Apotex Corp. (generic pharmaceuticals)
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International Cooperation
and Extradition
•

ICN Issues Guidance on CrossBorder Leniency Cooperation (July
2020) Takeaways

•

DOJ and FTC Sign Antitrust
Cooperation Framework with
Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
and UK (September 2020)

•

DOJ Signs Antitrust MOU with
Korean Prosecution Service
(November 2020)

•

8 Recent Extraditions of
Defendants from Germany, Italy,
Bulgaria, Canada, Israel,
Madagascar, UK (click here for
more information)
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Anticompetitive Labor Market
Conduct
In October 2016, the DOJ announced it
would criminally prosecute naked wagefixing and no-poach agreements that
continue after October 2016
“Going forward, the DOJ intends to proceed criminally
against naked wage‐fixing or no‐poaching agreements. These
types of agreements eliminate competition in the same
irredeemable way as agreements to fix product prices or
allocate customers, which have traditionally been criminally
investigated and prosecuted as hardcore cartel conduct.”
- DOJ/FTC Antitrust Guidance for HR Professionals
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Anticompetitive Labor Market
Conduct
•

Biden administration will continue
focus on labor market competition
–

–

•

As vice president, Biden chaired
the “Middle Class Task Force,”
with goal of “helping to protect
middle-class and working-family
incomes”
During 2020 campaign, Biden was
critical of no-poach agreements

If DOJ prosecutions stall, Biden
administration may attempt to
explicitly ban certain labor market
agreements through legislation

“It’s simple: companies should have
to compete for workers just like they
compete for customers. We should
get rid of non‐compete clauses and
no‐poaching agreements that do
nothing but suppress wages.”
- Joe Biden, Dec. 23, 2019
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Procurement Collusion Strike
Force
•

Nov. 5, 2019: DOJ created the Antitrust
Division led Procurement Collusion Strike Force
to combat antitrust crimes and related fraud
schemes that impact government procurement,
grant, and program funding.
•
Oct. 23, 2020: After appointing Daniel Glad
as the permanent director of the Procurement
Collusion Strike Force, the DOJ announced its
charge against Contech Engineered Solutions
and former executive Brent Brewbaker in a bid
rigging scheme to defraud the North Carolina
DOT.
•
Contech and Brewbaker were also
charged with defrauding the North Carolina
DOT by submitting bids that were falsely
held out to be competitive and free of
collusions.
•
Nov. 12, 2020: DOJ Procurement Collusion
Strike Force added 11 new national partners,
most with complementary enforcement priorities
in U.S. cities across the country to grow the
PCSF’s national footprint and fold in additional
subject-matter experts.
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COVID-19 and Crisis Cartels

• Defense Production Act invoked
• DOJ & FTC joint statement announcing
expedited request for business review
letters and advisory opinions
• Various state price-gouging laws in effect
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… But Collaborations Can Be
Beneficial In Crisis
Collaborations between companies, including competitors, can be key to addressing
problems created by the crisis

. . . The airlift is a product of . . . “Project Airbridge,” a
partnership between large U.S. healthcare distributors
such as McKesson Corp, Cardinal, Owens & Minor,
Medline and Henry Schein Inc, and the federal
government. . . .

. . .The organizations are working closely to ensure the
continuity of care for their patients through the use of
specially designated safety clinics that can be accessed
by other dialysis providers in the event that a patient
tests positive for COVID‐19. . . .

Addressing the spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID‐19”) will require unprecedented cooperation . . . among private
businesses. . . [the Agencies] wish to make clear to the public that there are many ways firms, including competitors, can engage in
procompetitive collaboration that does not violate the antitrust laws.
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Planning for Biden
Administration Antitrust
• Double down on antitrust
compliance and labor market focus
• DPAs a possibility
• Tech and Health Care remain focus
• HSR: 4(c) and (d) documents
– Moderately concentrated industries
– Monopsony
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